
MONTHLY ACTIVITY PLANNER
MONTH - APRIL

S.No Subject Activity Name Learning Outcome Material Required

1 English:
Ms. Tanvi

Book Brief Help build concentration, vocabulary building, 
analyical ability, writing skills.

Book, pencil, paper

Using Impactful Words Building vocabulary and writing skills. Pencil and paper 

Similes and metaphors Understanding the difference between similes and 
metaphors. Developing the ability to incorporate the 
concept in their writing.

Pencil and paper 

Comprehension Understanding the questions asked. Deriving 
relivent information from the text. Forming the 
correct response to the questions.

Text, pencil and paper

2 German
Ms. Kirtika 

listening ABC Lied To introduce german alphabet to kids Youtube video 

listening to korperteil Introducing german body parts to kids Online illustration & youtube 

3 French
Ms. Khushboo Jain

Listening Activity To introduce french alphabet to kids Youtube video 

4 Spanish
Ms. Kashish Yadav

Abecedario To understand the new letters in spansih Youtube

Delibrate Practice To understand the new lWays of greetings Youtube

5 Computer
Ms. Tanvi

Exploring MS Paint A fun intro to exploring working on computer and 
expertiese in mouse control.

Computer System 

MS Paint Exploring tools to imply and create work Computer System 
MS Paint Continuation to explore more and gain proficiency 

in using the tolls, 
Computer System 

6 Math:
Ms. Vatsal

Make numbers of your own Students will know basic numeracy, 
Indian and International place value, analytical 
skills 

Number cards having numbers from 0 to 9

human number line Usage of psychomotor skills, decision Making,  
students get to know about the concept of negative 
numbers and zero

Chalk to draw the number line on floor 

number grid Students will learn and observe the concept of even 
and odd numbers 

Pencil and paper 

7 Science
Ms. Tanvi

Sample Collection Exploring & developing a better undersatnding of 
the plains commonly available in each student's 
locality.

Samples of flowring and non flowering plants

Observing Plants Observing non flowering house hold money plant, 
the students next day spoke about their observation 
infront of the class.  

Plants

Parts of Flowering Plants - Activity 1 Identifying and Parts of Flowering Plants Youtube video and class discussion
Parts of Flowering Plants - Activity 2 Improved understanding, identifying parts of 

flowers by of observing and labeling parts from a 
visual as well as a real flower 

Visuals and observing real flowers 

8 Art & Design
Ms. Alphee Kumar

Creative Clay Sculpture Students will learn the handling of clay Clay

Elements of Art ( colour wheel ) Understanding Elements Of Art Sketchbook

Line Art Compositions Using different lines to create Compositions Sketchbook

9 Vanya Chadha
Well being

Introduction to Wellbeing This activity enabled the students to understand the 
concept of wellbeing followed by their expression 
of current feelings towards the given statements, 
navigating from the choices of very happy, neither 
happy nor unhappy, very unhappy, using various 
emojis, in order to express themselves. 

White Pastel sheets, pencils and coloured pens.

The Feeling Circle This activity enabled the students to understand and 
acknowledge the primary emotions using emojis 
and labelling of emotions.

White Pastel sheets, pencils and coloured pens.

Creation of Thankyou Cards This activity facilitated the students to express their 
gratitude for their friends, in turn fostering healthy 
friendships.

Coloured sheets and coloured pens.


